
Gone are the days when
office design was the poor
man’s option for the

designer. Offices can be fun,
flamboyant, eclectic spaces with
fantastical solutions, which
represent the future of  work.
They are now seen as original
and thought provoking interiors
that are enhancing people’s
workaday experience. It’s all
about supporting this diverse
workforce, that has the biggest
range of  requirements that we
have seen for generations. This
will continue to evolve as much as
technology does. However the
one thing that is constant is that
we are social beings and we (on
the whole) thrive from the
stimulation and sharing of  ideas,
thoughts and values. So office
design has a pivotal role in
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Above: Communal spaces encourage a cross-fertilisation of
ideas in office environments
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OFFICES

supporting all this good energy
that is created in offices all over
the world. 

Clients are becoming much
more design savvy and trend
aware. This is due to the cross
fertilisation of  brand and fashion
in the retail and hospitality world,
as well as a plethora of
information available from a
technology standpoint. The
boundaries are blurring between
coffee shops and offices, home
and workspaces. The brief  has
also evolved in that clients often
want to provide flexibility for
their staff, and progressive spaces,
although they might not be aware
of  how to vocalise this need into
the brief.  

Our first role as designers is
to construct and build the brief,
the building blocks of  any
project. To do this we must
educate and guide our clients
through the often confusing
workplace terminology and
options. Business lounge vs break
out space, hot desking vs hoteling,
sit-stand workstations vs benches.
The softer aesthetic aspiration
also needs capturing in line with
brand and core values. The
challenge for any design firm is
harnessing the essence of  a
business, not through overt
branding, but through a subtle
understanding of  what makes
them tick. What is it about your
clients business that differs from
the next in their given sector?
More importantly, how can you
support this brand, this company
ethos and provide a workspace
that encourages progressive
productive behaviours?

One of  the biggest
challenges is clients packing too
much into a limited space, ever
increasing rents mean that every
square foot counts, but oftentimes
clients have an unrealistic view of
what can be accommodated. This
leaves no room for fun or

personality to be injected. Clever
manipulation of  space is at the
heart of  what we do, and
sometimes persuading clients to
be grand or brave takes quite an
effort, but is always worth it in
the end. 

Key trends for 14/15:
Flexibility, Flexibility, Flexibility;
the most common phrase when
taking a brief. Interior solutions
that support this are paramount
for the success of  any project.
Some of  the solutions include a
variety of  work settings, from the
breakfast bar to the sit stand
bench, from the quiet booth to
the kitchen table idea. Acoustic
pods instead of  fixed meeting
rooms (saving on mechanical and
electrical modifications). Moving
people rather than desks every
time!

Giving something back is
also a key trend to retain best of
breed staff: therefore providing
employees with healthy snacks
and beverages has been ongoing,
with an investment in the shared
facilities of  any office to
encourage cross-fertilisation of

ideas. Empirical evidence has
indicated that a positive and
supportive working environment
increases productivity.

Another key trend is the
apparent domesticity and softer
style furnishings of  our workplace
environments almost a dressing
of  spaces, that will be much more
prevalent in the years to come;
providing a hotel like interior feel
to commercial spaces.

Personality is also back with
a capital P, none of  all this
‘greige’ that was trending a few
years ago. Pops of  colour and
statement pieces are making
spaces more individual and
bespoke. 

My advice for designers?
Listen carefully, fully comprehend
all aspects of  the business you are
fortunate enough to be designing,
and then be bold with your
solutions. You are the expert
enjoy sharing your expertise and
taking your client along that
journey. 

www.resonateinteriors.com 

Above: Furniture no longer conforms to the basic idea of office
chairs. It is more lived in and comfortable.
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